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EMERSON STYMIES! '30, of Rumford certainly has.

A member of the University of Maine track and field
team from 1928 to 1930, with a number of sprinting
records, Emerson Stymiest ensured, through wise estate

planning, that MAINE'S track and field program
i

would continue to flourish.

Beginning with gifts during his lifetime, and then
through a bequest in his will, Emerson Stymiest
provided the MAINE track and field program

I

with enhanced facilities and the ability to
participate in national competitions throughout

the United States. His memory endures in the
lives of young MAINE runners.

Whether you love track, hockey, basketball,
swimming, or any other sport, you can help

student athletes realize their dreams and leave

your mark on MAINE. Learn how by calling

Amos Orcutt '64, or Elizabeth McKee, today.

Derek Treadwell, 1996 NCAA

Emerson Stsmiest

Division I All-America, and 1996
USA Olympic Trials Finalist,

1500M, an achievement made

possible by the Stymiest Fund
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Let Sprague
become your shining light.

Sprague Energy has been a beacon of dependability in delivering fuels and bulk materials for over 125

years. In today’s turbulent times of mergers, takeovers and abandonments, that’s very comforting news.
With our network of thirteen deepwater and inland terminals and multiple throughput facilities, strategi

cally located along the Northern Atlantic Seaboard, we stand ready to assist you with old-fashioned service.
Sprague can help to keep your business on course with a dependable and economical supply of fuel oil,
gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, kerosene, coal, natural gas and electricity, as well as material handling services.
Now that you’ve seen the light, call us at 1-800-225-1560 and we’ll connect you with a terminal nearest

you (where you’ll talk to a person; not a machine).

Sprague Energy
>: AN VXD JOHNbON fNc COMI VNV

Home Office 195 Hanover Street, Suite One, Portsmouth. N H 03801
Terminals Albany. NY Bucksport, ME E Hartford. CT Newington. NH (2) Oswego, NY
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"Hey, I made a contribution to
the university, how come I
don't get all the alumni
publications?
Yes, we know it's a bit confusing, and for that we apologize
Let's see if we can clear things up
The General Alumni Association is independent and self
funded Its dual purpose is to serve you, our alumni, and to
support the University of Maine.
To meet those goals we run a membership program and an
Annual Alumni Fund. The two programs are distinct, and nec
essary because of the restrictions of our tax laws and our notfor-profit status. But that distinction, which is clear to us, can
seem blurry to folks not involved with the GAA Here's a simple
explanation that might help.
You become an alumni association member by sending in a
completed membership form along with your $30 non-tax de
ductible dues. That money goes to support many services like
alumni activities, advocacy work on behalf of the university,
publications, student groups, etc. With your membership dues
you get lots of benefits, including four issues of our classnotes
publication, Mainely People, and all three issues of MAINE maga
zine. The IRS says that payment for benefits and services can't
be tax-deductible.
A donation to the Annual Alumni Fund is tax-deductible. It
goes to support academics, athletics, and the arts at UMaine. A
donation can be designated to a certain area of the university, or
undesignated, in which case it will go where the need is great
est. With your donation you'll receive just two publications—
the fall and summer issues of MAINE magazine. Such a limited
token of appreciation falls within IRS guidelines.
So a donation to the annual fund doesn't make you an alumni
association member and your membership dues don't make
you a donor to the annual fund. Of course you can become a
member and a donor—lots of alumni do. That's the ideal way of
keeping your alumni association strong and independent, main
taining high quality at the university, and guaranteeing that
you'll receive all alumni publications.
I

CU@home, UCU’s
new internet home
banking service
Like the perfect shot from the outside,

University Credit Union’s new home banking offers
on-line, real-time, smooth and easy access to
your Credit Union accounts. With internet

access, there is no special software to
install or learn. Simply put .. nothing but ‘net.
For more information or access to CU@home,

visit our web site at http://www.maine.edu/~univcu.
Upon enrollment, you will receive an authorized

PIN (Personal Identification Number) which secures the

privacy of your account information. If you are not

CU

home

With CU@home you can also:
• Download account transactions

into personal financial software
• View account histories
• Make transfers between accounts

• Apply for loans

currently a UCU member, you automatically qualify’

• Request checks

as an alumni of the University of Maine.
Any questions'* Call UCU today or stop by one

of our convenient locations.

• Obtain tax information

• Obtain direct deposit information
• E-mail the credit union for inquiries

Convenience is your Credit Union. Convenience is CU@home.

I

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
Orono Branch. Rangeley Road, University of Maine, Orono, Me 04469-5779
207-581-1458 1-800-696-8628 1-800-992-8628 Out of state
Portland Branch: 391 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 04104 207-772-1906 1-800-455-1906
*C all UCU for eligibility requirements
Membership requires a $25 00 minimum balance and a one-time membership fee of $5

l
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EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

CO R PO RATI O IM
A GENERAL DYNAMICS COMPANY

Make Maine more than a wonderful memory!
Still longing for the Maine life style? It's time for a turning point in your career Join us at Bath Iron
Works, one of the nation's leading shipbuilders You will be part of a highly skilled group of engineers
and designers building the most technologically advanced ships in the U S Navy's fleet

ENGINEERS

and NAVAL ARCHITECTS positions available in all of these disciplines
■ Mechanical fluid systems, HVAC, machinery
■ Electrical lighting, power and control systems
■ Structural modal testing, finite element, dynamic and vibration analyses

■ Combat Systems combat systems components
■ Materials composite structures

Requires. BS or MS degree in related discipline, proficiency in Windows or UNIX Professional Engineers
License desirable Must be able to meet eligibility requirements for access to classified information

WELDING ENGINEERS
■ Technical support for thermal process equipment, specifications, selection and applications
■ Improve operating procedures and establish inventory and distribution plans
■ Work outside the lab environment developing solutions with production personnel

Requires BS in Welding Engineering or related technical discipline with minimum of 5 years
experience in welding engineering

MARINE DESIGNERS
■ Design creation on CAD workstations of electrical, piping, or structural systems
t

■ Parts development
I

■ Drawing extraction and maintenance

■ Electronic file updating
■ Work as a member of a multi-discipline team

Requires Associate's degree or vocational school degree preferred, 2-7 years' experience in marine
design or related field and proficiency in 3D CAD or 2D AutoCad required Positions available on first
and second shifts

To apply, send a cover letter and resume, indicating the position for which you are applying

BATH IRON WORKS CORPORATION
700 Washington Street
Bath, Maine 04530
Attn: Employment Dept., Mail Stop 2100 or
Fax 207-442-1919 or E-mail: kgallagher@biw.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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News In Brief
New five-year
MBA available

More of the
state's high
school students
are choosing
UMaine
The number of highschool
graduates choosing to en
roll at the University of
Maine in fall 1998 is run
ning significantly ahead of
last year, according to the
latest enrollment figures
Current data reveals
that the number of "con
firmations," accepted ap
plicants, is currently 25 per
cent greater than the same
time last year By mid-June
there were 264 more accep
tance deposits than in 1997
The trend in confirma
tions is significant because
many of those students
chose UMaine over other
colleges to which they had
been accepted.
Overall, the number of
applications from Maine
students is up seven per
cent over last year, while
offers of admission are up
124 percent
"This is promising news
not just for the University
of Maine but for the future
of the state," says UMaine
President Peter S Hoff
Hoff has been outspo
ken about the need to en
courage Maine's young
people to seek quality ed
ucational opportunities in
state rather than take their
talents to out-of-state
schools, something he and
others call a "brain drain"
*

6 Maine
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A new partnership be
tween the College of L lberal Arts and Sciences and
the Maine Business School
will offer UMaine students
the oppoitunity to earn a
bachelor's degree in the
arts and sciences, and a
master’s degree in busi
ness—in five years
Starting in September,
Featured guests at Reunion '98 were UMaine president emeri
tus Fred Hutchinson '53 (left) and Alumni House national chair
liberal arts and sciences
William Treat '40. Hutchinson was presented with the Alumni
students w ill have the op
Career Award and Treat announced he and his wife V ivian were
tion of taking the equiva
increasing their gift to the Alumni House to S250,000
lent of a business minor
and if they qualify, pursu
ing an MB A during their
detrimental to Maine's fu Fred Irons is '98
fifth year in school
ture Often students who
Distinguished
The agreement is de
leave their home state foi
signed to produce gradu
college choose not to return Maine Professor
ates better prepared to
after graduation, taking
compete in an increasingly
their talents elsewhere
John Beacon, UMaine's The 1998 Distinguished interdisciplinary world
Demand tor profession
dean of enrollment man Maine Professor (DMP) is
als with backgrounds in
agement, says Hoff's ef Fred Irons, the Roger C
forts to encourage Maine and Virginia A. Castle pro the liberal arts and solid
students to stay in-state has fessor of electrical engi knowledge of business is
resonated with high school neering The DMP Award projected to rise in the next
students, principals, and is sponsored by the Gener few years, says Rebecca Eil
guidance counselors Bea al Alumni Association and ers, dean of liberal arts and
con believes that's one rea carries with it a cash aw ard sciences
"The workforce de
son for the increased stu- supported by the UMaine
mands
this type of educa
dent interest in UMaine
Class of 1942
Beacon also points out
Irons helped to build a tion, and the University of
that while the number of research laboratory sup Maine has been pro active
incoming students is up, ported by federal and in in producing a five-year
their talent, motivation, dustrial funding that is program that gives stu
and potential to succeed in unique in the nation His dents a chance for a liberal
college remain favorable
research involves charac arts degree and an MBA,"
By one objective measure, terizing high-performance Eilers says "I see this be
Scholastic Aptitude Test analog-to-digital convert- ■ coming very popular It
gives students a sense of
scores, UMaine students ers.
continue to score well
Irons was also cited for direction they might not
above the state and nation his tremendous dedication have thought of before "
al averages.
to his students

Research and Innovation
Grad Student
Makes Waves in
Sensor Research
t

Josh Caron likes being a
pioneer and living on the
edge, whether it's the front
lines of research or on the
edge of a diving board.
As an undergraduate,
he was the diver on the
UMaine swim team In the
last year, the 25-year-old
Quimby native and Ph.D.
candidate in UMaine's De
partment of Electrical and
Computer Engineering has
earned a name in sensor
research by pushing the
limits of this young field
and helping to bring home
more than $4.5 million in
research grants to his em
ployer, Sensor Research
and Development Corpo
ration (SRD) of Orono.
John Vetelmo, professor
of electrical and computer
engineering, knew Caron
as an undergraduate He
encouraged Josh to take
advantage of the depart
ment's summer research
program funded by the
National Science Founda
tion. "It wasn't long before
I realized that I was deal
ing with an extremely
bright kid. He caught on to
ideas very quickly," says
Vetelmo.
"When I showed up for
my first tour of the Labo
ratory for Surface Science
and Technology (LASST),
my jaw dropped open,"
says Caron. "I thought this

Josh

was amazing. I had no idea
we had this kind of equip
ment on campus. After
that, I knew I'd love to
work there."
Any given day, Caron
may be troubleshooting de
signs for electrical circuits,
building a device to gener
ate precise amounts of a
gas, or grinding grooves in
a piece of slippery Teflon at
LASST.
Mercury detection is
one of Caron's primary
goals. With U.S. Depart
ment of Energy support, he
and colleagues are devel
oping a device to monitor
the elusive metal in indus
trial smokestacks.
Caron and other re
searchers at SRD arc help
ing to design sensors to
warn of respiratory prob
lems in asthma sufferers,
monitor the freshness of
fish products, and give ear
ly warning of electrical
fires. Each of these projects
has hurdles to overcome.
In collaboration with
LASST faculty and re
searchers at Biode Incorpo

stand their own healthcare
needs. He received grant
support from the Maine
Forest Service and the
Maine Agricultural and
Forest Experiment Station.
"I became interested in
this topic because my
mother is an msulin-dependent diabetic," says
Warpeha, who plans to re
ceive his degree in August.
"I saw how she struggles
with her daily monitoring,
Caron
trying to cope with ups and
downs of her blood sugar.
rated in Hermon, Caron Since I was in forestry, I
also is working on proto know there is a system of
type sensors to detect diabetes camps that have a
chemical and biological lot of forest resources that
warfare agents for the De were not being utilized to
partment of Defense.
educate kids about their
diabetes management.
They all had nature pro
grams, but the camps don't
Learning from
look at their forest resourc
the forest
es as an educational tool."
Warpeha's program
consists of three exercises
An apple a day may keep in which children are giv
the doctor away, but how en information about forest
about a walk in the woods? health in a manner that re
In cooperation with a New lates to their own illness.
Hampshire camp for dia They go for walks in the
betic children, John Warpe- woods and see for them
ha, a Ph.D. candidate in selves how trees struggle
forest management, is ap with disease. They learn
plying the principles of how trees use sugar and
good forestry to the needs energy, how the different
of people with chronic ill parts of a tree function, and
nesses. He hopes his tech how foresters monitor the
nique will improve health health of the forest commu
care and, in the long-run, nity. Each exercise lasts for
about 50 minutes.
reduce medical costs.
Warpeha developed his
For his dissertation,
dissertation
with assistance
Warpeha wrote and field
tested a forestry-based ed from Christopher Mur
ucational program to help doch, former director of
insulin-dependent diabetic professional development
children accept and under in forest resources.
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Coping with Cancer
UMaine psychologist Richard Ryckman's research indicates that

the way victims deal with the stress of diagnosis has a lot to do

with their chances for survival.
By Nicolas Houtman

Photograph by Tom Stewart

ancer diagnosis poses

C

difficult challenges for
patients and physicians
alike A patient's feelings
can run from anger to depression,
say s Richard Ryckman, UMaine pro
fessor of psychology, and medical
treatments typically carry additional
burdens
For their part, physicians and sur
geons are increasingly managing the
psychological as well as the physical
aspects of disease Ryckman's spe
1
cialty is personality psychology, es
M K St ’
"
1
'..
pecially as it relates to self-perception
r1'
of physical ability Recent results of
studies conducted by him and col
leagues in the Netherlands suggest
that how one copes w ith the stress of
cancer diagnosis and treatment can
affect how long one survives Since
1983, Ryckman has been collaborat
ing w’ith Dutch physicians on stud
ies of patients being treated for head
and neck cancers
Results of the team's work have cians, and a high sense of physical ef five years or more In the tew studies
been published in the journal Head ficacy or ability These conclusions that have been conducted by Rack
and Neck in 1995, and another paper are based on data collected over six man and his colleagues, most of these
has been completed and will be sub years from 133 Dutch patients.
patients have been heavy smokers
mitted for publication soon The au
In comparison to other types of j and drinkers
thors have found that people who cancer, head and neck cancers ha\ eRyckman is a social psychologist
were still alive six years after the ini seldom been studied from a psycho who teaches a v anety of courses, in
tial diagnosis tended to have strong logical perspective, Ryckman says
cluding one which offers the latest in
support from family and friends, j Only about half of all those diag formation in health psychology
open communication with physi- I nosed with these diseases survive There are large numbers of studies

■Ft <

8 Maine

looking at personality factors for oth
er types of cancer, but the results have
been largely inconsistent in terms of
figuring out which ones are likely to
improve survival chances, and which
ones aren't, says Ryckman.
Ryckman's Dutch colleagues in
clude surgeons and health educators
who are concerned about the psycho
logical well-being of patients. They
particularly wanted to know wheth
er or not personality factors in head
and neck patients affect their surviv
al after treatment.

the larynx is replaced with a mechan
ical voice box, and an open hole, or
stoma, is left in the throat. These pa
tients reported severe communica
tion difficulties, which tended to iso
late them from friends, co-workers,
and family, leading to depression.
Patients who have had laryngecto
mies tend to drop out of the work
force. A lot of them curtail their sex
ual activities. They have fewer and
fewer contacts, even with their fami
ly members, and they tend to turn to
more solitary activities. These indi
viduals tend to have the most diffi

Best prognosis

From a psychological
perspective, the best prog
nosis comes from receiving
social support from within
the family and full and ac
curate information from the
physician, says Ryckman.
That tends to raise the pa
tient's self-esteem. If the pa
tients are not able to discuss
their illnesses openly with
family members, they feel
isolated and tend to become
more depressed. If their
physicians are less than
forthcoming with them, pa
tients begin to become mistrustful,
and they are then susceptible to try
ing alternative remedies, including
fad diets that may eventually do
them harm. Ryckman and his col
leagues also found that those with la
ryngectomies (surgical removal of the
larynx) tended to have more difficul
ties in recovery than those who un
derwent the so-called commando
treatment (removal of some jaw and
neck tissue). That was surprising
since the latter patients have tremen
dous disfigurement.

From a psychological
perspective, the best

prognosis comes from

indeed be more physically fit and
able to withstand the stress of treat
ment. They may also be more will
ing to change their diet, stop smok
ing, or adopt other constructive
health practices.
Recommendations for

physicians

This major finding has led the re
searchers to suggest that patients
with a low sense of physical efficacy
should be encouraged to work with
speech therapists to do relaxation ex
ercises to improve their breathing
and speech abilities. Also,
physiotherapists could help
these patients, especially
those who have undergone
neck dissections, to do arm
raising exercises to improve
their mobility. The benefits
should include a reduction in
negative feelings, uncertain
ty, and loss of control, and an
increase in self-esteem.
Health care providers
have long recognized that
psychological factors play an
important role in how well
patients cope with medical
treatments. Increasingly,
physicians are being trained
to incorporate methods from psy
chology into their practices. One of
Ryckman's colleagues, Dr. Maarten F.
de Boer, is the chief surgeon at the
Daniel den Hoed Cancer Clinic in
Rotterdam and is completing his
Ph.D. in psychology at the Universi
ty of Rotterdam, with Ryckman and
other psychologists as members of
the dissertation committee.
Many physicians are now more
acutely aware of the psychological
dimensions of diagnosis and treat
ment. They are collaborating more
often with psychologists, and psy
chology itself is working more on ill
ness prevention, says Ryckman.

receiving social support from

within the family and full and

I

accurate information from the

Some

become more isolated

With laryngectomies, however,

physician.
culty in recovery, according to Ryck
man.
In 1982, Ryckman, Michael Rob
bins, Bill Thornton, and Peggy
Cantrell of UMaine published a phys
ical self-efficacy scale, a list of 22
questions to determine how people
perceive their physical ability or com
petence. A version of that scale was
used in the Dutch research project. In
general, patients who had a stronger
sense of physical efficacy were more
likely to survive and less likely to
suffer a relapse.
There are several possible expla
nations, according to Ryckman and
his colleagues. Patients with a stron
ger sense of physical efficacy may
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From
Dropout
to Scholar
Scott Labby '98
dropped out of high

school and became a

drifter before
convincing UMaine to

give him a second
chance at an education.
This spring he

graduated with honors
and is headed to Yale

Law School on a

Truman Scholarship.

By Susan Young
Photograph by Susan Latham
Story and photo courtesy of the
Bangor Daily News.

10 Maine

cott Labby recently sent off a any thought to attending the Ivy
rejection letter to Harvard League school
Labby, who grew up in a mill town
University He thanked the
prestigious school for its interestnorth
in of Bangor that he'd rather not
him, but informed them he wouldname,
be dropped out of high school
! going to law school at Yale instead
when he was 16 Both his parents,
Not bad for a high school drop who are now deceased, also had
out
dropped out of school
Ten years ago, Labby likely didn't
Although he was an avid reader,
know where Yale was, let alone give especially of Stephen King, Labby

S

application essay. He lived in New
York City and Worcester, Massachu
setts, working odd jobs and hangmg
out. He earned a GED during his
travels.
He was never in trouble with the
law, but realized that his life was
headed in the wrong direction. He
had no goals and no real means of
bettering himself.
"I realized I had better get busy
living or get busy dying," Labby re
called.
His transformation began one day
when he was reading about black
South African activist Steve Biko,
who died at the age of 30 m police
custody. Labby recalled that his head
hurt and he was dizzy from "drink
ing too much liquor and doing too
many drugs " He compared his dis
mal life with what
Biko had fought
for and accom
plished in his short
life.
"I felt ashamed
of myself," he said.
"I knew it was
time to get myself
together."
He had re
turned to Maine
and was living
with a woman
who was attend
ing the University
/
/
of Maine and he
saw that, despite his earlier school
experience, education could change
one's life.
So, at 22, he enrolled in two con
tinuing education courses—astrono
my and anthropology—at the Uni
versity of Maine. He did well and
enjoyed the courses, so he decided to
apply to the university as a full-time
student.
In a January 1995 admission inter
view, which he requested because he
had applied very late in the process,

Labby said he would understand if
the university didn't want to take a
chance on him. But, he added, if they
took that chance, he thought it would
pay off.
Assistant director of admissions
Elizabeth Downing, one of the peo
ple who interviewed Labby for ad
missions, thought so too. "He was
very sincere, very persistent," she
recalled.
She said she was not surprised
that he has done so well.
Not only is Labby going on to one
of the most highly regarded law
schools in the country, but he won a
prestigious Truman Scholarship as
well. Labby is the first UMaine grad
uate to win the award, which in
cludes $30,000 for graduate school.
He will spend a week later this month
in Missouri working
with the other 60
scholars on the devel
opment of national
policy.
The affable 25year-old history ma
jor was also this
year's distinguished
senior in the College
of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and was re
cently inducted into
Phi Beta Kappa.
"I'm ecstatic about
my future," Labby
said. "I never gradu
ated from anything—not even rehab.
Now I have the opportunity to do
great things."

“I felt ashamed
of myself. I

knew it was

time to get
myself

together.”

said he never fit in at school. He de
cided to quit the day he had an argu
ment with an English teacher over
whether stubbornness was a virtue or
a fault. Labby staunchly asserted it
was a virtue. He was told he was
wrong and a loser and he left.
He spent the next few years wan
dering around the Northeast "exper
imenting with delinquency and
drugs," as he wrote in his law school

Great

expectations

And, he has lots of great things in
mind. First, he has assured his friends
that he won't let his recent success
change him. He will not cut off his
ponytail, shave his beard, stop wear
ing his silver hoop earrings, or trade
his T-shirt for a suit. He also won't
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forget that he was once a poor kid
"We have a great ability to do Giving something back
without much of a future. And, he good and give things back or we have
definitely won't stop challenging great power to do horrible things," Labby has already given something
conventional wisdom.
Labby said
back to the community. With the help
For example, he wants to play
He plans to give things back be of the assistant dean for student af
football at Yale, a school he chose to cause so many people have helped fairs, he set up a peer tutoring and
attend because it would forgive part him along his twisted path.
mentoring program that paired the
of his student loan debt if he takes a
Labby said he'd never have gone campus' top students with those who
low-paying job as a public advocacy to college if it were not for grants and needed additional help Many of the
lawyer. It would be unusual for a law loans from the federal government students who sought assistance were
student to play on the team, but
a lot like Labby used to be —
Labby is convinced he is good
they were academically unpre
enough and willing to ruffle
pared and some were poor and
some feathers to do the uncon
from dysfunctional families.
ventional. He has not played
With financial assistance
organized sports since playing
from the Margaret Chase
on a community league football
Smith Center for Public Poli
team as a youth
cy, Labby is looking into ex
Then, he wants to continue
panding his program to other
research he began at UMaine
institutions If such a mentor
about the parallels in language
ing program was around when
and images between the mem
he was in high school, Labby
os written by top government
said it would have likely
officials during the Cold War
helped him a lot.
and the era's horror movies La
In addition to going to col
bby hopes to translate that re
lege full time, Labby managed
search into a master's degree in his | and the assistance and encourage the Bangor office of the Maine Peo
tory, while also earning a law degree
ment hekreceived from UMaine fac ple's Alliance, a 16,000 member
On the legal side of his academic ulty and staff, particularly anthropol group that advocates for the interests
career, Labby plans to continue to ogy professor Dan Sandweiss, who of the state's people, especially those
search for new constitutional taught a graduate-level course Lab with limited financial resources
grounds on which to argue against by took during his sophomore year
Labby said he enjoyed working
the death penalty. He hopes to work
Sandweiss said he first took notice with MPA staff members, many of
for the Department of Justice and ar of Labby when he scored the highest i whom came from disadvantaged
gue a death penalty case before the grade on a mid-term in an anthropol backgrounds He said he encouraged
U.S. Supreme Court.
ogy course He said he was impressed four people who worked in the BangIn addition he'd like to represent with Labby's genuine interest in | or office to go to college.
small-time artists and musicians in learning and his propensity to take a
Life is a chain, he said, and, be
their quests to trademark their work
wide variety of classes because he cause many people have lent their
After that, he'd like to return to was interested in a diversity of sub support to him, he must pass along
Orono to teach continuing education jects He minored in anthropology
that support to others to continue the
courses at UMaine while doing legal
Sandweiss, who has been recog chain.
work for disadvantaged clients He nized nationally for his research into
Although his life has taken a sharp
also fancies being the president of the the effects of El Ninos on ancient civ turn for the better, Labby strongly
university, but said that would be a ilizations, said he was very surprised recommends that younger students
tough job to land unless he also pur to learn of Labby's hardscrabble past. don't follow in his early path.
sues a Ph.D.
"I expect to see him go on to great
"I dropped out and it worked out
All the while, the writer known for success in law or writing or both or for me but I certainly wouldn't rec
his pithy columns in the Maine Cam whatever it is he decides he ultimate ommend that others do it," he said
pus would like to keep writing about ly wants to do," he said.
social and political issues.

“I dropped out and it

worked out for me but
I certainly wouldn’t

recommend that others
do it.”
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BODWELL MOTORS
Ford-Lincoln-MercuryChrystler-Plymouth-Dodge

169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick,ME
207-729-3375

L. Dewey Chase, Class of ’64
Real Estate, New Harbor, Maine
207-677-2978
Home: 207-667-2646
2568 Bristol Rd.
New Harbor, ME 04554
FAX: 207-677-2237
E-Mail:
ldcre@lincoln.midcoast.com
Pine Apple Net...congratulations to
Phil and Sue for their Alumni Field
contribution.
...we have many seasonal rentals—
ask for our brochure

In Bath
207-443-5533

Ocean Property
3 season cottage at Pemaquid.
Large lot and privacy. One hour
from Jetport. $325,000.

Good luck next season
Black Bears!
Bill Bodwell, Class of ’50
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INTERVIEW

Whether heading strategy for Sun Microsystems or marketing
breakthrough software for Autodesk, Blair LaCorte '85 has been

L

on the leading edge in the world of technology.

14 Maine

lair LaCorte refers to him
self as an "accidental tour
ist" in the world of high
technology. It was a field
he never intended to get
into—something he was actually
afraid of when he was an undergrad
uate at the University of Maine.
It all started with a misinterpret
ed job offer. While working for a con
sulting firm, after finishing his MBA
at Dartmouth, LaCorte received a
phone call from Sun Microsystems.
They wanted him to come join the
company It sounded great. There
was just one problem.
"When he said 'Sun,' I thought it
was the oil company. For a week I
went around thinking I was
going to an oil company."
The misunderstanding
turned out to be a fortunate one
for LaCorte. It kicked off a ca
reer that has seen him rise to
the very top of his field. In 1996
he was picked as one of Amer
ica's top 10 business marketers
by Advertising Age. Others in
that top ten list included Mi
crosoft's Bill Gates and AT&T
chairman Robert Allen.
He has been quoted in sto
ries in the Wall Street Journal,
Fortune, and numerous hightech industry publications.
After working as head of
strategy at Sun, one of the
world's largest computer hardware
companies, LaCorte moved on to the
software side of the business at Au
todesk Among his accomplishments
at Autodesk was starting up a geo
graphic information systems divi
sion, based on its highly successful
AutoCad design programs. He also
started up a division focusing on data
management and one in the area of
electronic publishing, which became
the largest publisher of engineering
graphics in the world.
From Autodesk LaCorte joined a

B

small company in Colorado named
CADIS, a move he made because
"you always have to be looking for
new positions you can learn from."
CADIS was bought out, and he is
now running venture-backed start
up companies focusing on new, more
efficient ways of searching on the In
ternet.
The accidental entrance into the
world of technology has been very
good to Blair LaCorte. Now he wants
to give something back, and he has
made a personal commitment to give
a substantial portion of his time to
nonprofit organizations. Among the
organizations close to his heart is the
Graduate Business Foundation, a

tells people he is a University of
Maine graduate before he tells them
he went to Dartmouth.
"I want people to know I have
those good Maine values. If I tell
them I went to Dartmouth first, they
might think I had a trust fund and
that my life was easy."
LaCorte grew up in Massachusetts
and admits to not being a great stu
dent in high school. Things turned
around for him at UMaine largely, he
believes, because of his involvement
in Kappa Sigma fraternity.
"We had a real brotherhood, even
though we didn't even have a frat
house at the time," he says. "We had
a friendly competition which pushed
us all to work hard at academ
ics and sports."
That hard work was reflect
ed in the fact that Kappa Sig
ma went from dead last in aca
demic standing in LaCorte's
freshman year to first in his se
nior year.
LaCorte attributes much of
his success to being at the right
place at the right time. No
question that in the rapidly
moving field of technology
timing is everything. But his
success is much more than just
good fortune. His intelligence,
work ethic, and willingness to
take risks have allowed him to
make the most of his opportu
nities.
Of course risk taking and the will
ingness to try anything new might be
common attributes in the high-tech
field. But LaCorte has other qualities
that set him apart from many of the
high-tech high flyers—his humanity
and balanced view of life.
LaCorte is a people person. Al
though his work deals with cyber
space, he seems to have his feet firm
ly planted on planet earth.
He attributes his balanced view
and his sense of community to the

"Technology can change
your business for the
better or for the worse,
depending on how you
manage it. It's not

simply a matter of the

more the better "
I

group he helped found.
And Blair LaCorte has not forgot
ten about his alma mater, the Univer
sity of Maine. He recently returned
for an all-day visit to campus where
he spoke to a UMaine Corporate Af
filiate seminar and then spent the af
ternoon talking to and working with
students in the business school.
He has fond memories of both his
educational and social experiences at
the university And he stresses that
UMaine had a profound effect on his
successful career. In fact, he always
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INTERVIEW
influence of his father.
He also gives part of the credit to
his experience at UMaine.
"When I came back to campus this
spring, the campus embraced me as
a person—made me feel comfortable," he says. "That's the way it was
when I was there and it has helped
me a great deal—keeping that sense
of community."
We talked to Blair LaCorte about
his experiences, the future of the tech
nology business, and his philosophy
of life

Is it true that when you were at
UMaine, computers were not your
strong point?

Blair LaCorte Absolutely I was
afraid of computers and finance
when I was a business student Of
course, there weren't many comput
ers around UMaine in the early '80s
In fact, I think there was only one PC
on campus. Things changed rapidly
after that
*

haul in terms of making money. Some | people will wait a year for Intel;
people do make a fortune while they they'll go use something else
are young I met someone recently
So this must be forcing companies
who is 22 and just made $5 million
But that takes a whole lot of luck It to look at their business differently.
I is something that might happen, but
I aCorte In fact these companies are
| you certainly cannot expect it
becoming real businesses, and they're
How is the technology industry dif learning how to use things like mar
I;
ferent from other industries in terms keting and customer service to de
fend their space
of how it affects the economy?
LaCorte The high-tech arena is driv
ing the economy in a different way
than industries have in the past be
cause it moves so quickly There is a
lot of change and that opens up a lot
of opportunity

There must be a tremendous amount
of pressure to keep a step ahead.

LaCorte The man who brought me
into high-tech, Eric Herr, said some
thing that I think is extremely true
He said that companies really can no
longer depend on technology as a de
fensible business advantage That's
You just had the opportunity to talk
because you really only have six
with UMaine business students.
months from the time you come out
What advice did you give them?
j with a technology to a time when
someone else makes something sim
LaCorte: Well, I guess I told them a
ilar that competes with it or someone
lot of things. Probably the most im
finds another way to solve the prob
portant was to always be willing to
lem that your product solved That
try something new—to take chances
wasn't so true a while ago because
And always approach a job with the
there weren't as many people in the
attitude that you want to learn. You
technology business and it wasn't
know, you learn a lot more in life
such a big money game
from failing than from succeeding In
that sense it's always good to leave a
So even the big name companies are
job before you peak. But it's also im vulnerable?
portant to remember that it's a long
race to the finish—you don't have to
LaCorte: Sure. Intel's stock dropped
excel immediately
the other day because they an
nounced that their chip is going to be
Do today's business college stu delayed for a year. Intel is a master
dents seem impatient to you?
of chip technology, but even they
have four or five competitors who
LaCorte: Generally speaking. I al are doing things different ways that
ways tell them to look to the longer
make great substitutes. So it's not like
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So high-tech companies are getting
more into the service business?
They are paying more attention to
customer's needs?

L aCorte That's one piece of it What
they are really doing is getting into
the solution business If you look at
the trend in larger companies, they
are all developing departments called
"industry marketing" which focus on
what we call verticals—building a
deep customer base for one product,
then jumping to another and taking
those same customers with you Ina
way it's the maturing of the technol
ogy industry Ten years ago the em
phasis was on the technology, toda}
it's more on the business That opens
up a lot of opportunity for people
coming out of business school who
1
aren't technologists The common cli
che today is "I'd rather have an A
management team and a B technolo
gy than an A technology and a B man
agement team "
What does all this mean to the con
sumer?

LaCorte- It's a great advantage to the
people buying technology today In
the "old days" in order to make a
good decision about what was best,
you needed to know the architecture
of each company's technology. Today
you can ask "How does your soft
ware help my company make mon
ey?" And today a software company

can't just say, "Because it goes fast
er." They have to explain why it's a
better solution. It's a different world
for customers today.

That's why there is a lot of money to
be made from it.
You don't seem sold on the idea that
technology will automatically make
the world a better place.

What advice do you give to small
businesses in terms of keeping up
with technology?
/

[

I

LaCorte: Businesses today should not
be dazzled by the latest technology
or by speed. You need to ask how it
affects you as a business. Really there
are two questions you should ask:
Does it increase business? Does it in
crease revenue? Unfortunately a lot
of people think "We'll just plug this
in and it will solve our problem." The
reality, however, is that most prob
lems aren't technology problems—
they're people problems. So when
you are managing a business, beware
that you don't fall into the trap of say
ing that technology is the answer. It's
just a piece of the answer. It's just a
tool you use. And it only helps if it's
applied properly.

So you are saying buyers beware.

LaCorte: It's more important to have
knowledge of your business than
about the technology. You need to
take responsibility for understanding
your own business, your operation.
I'm not saying don't use technology.
I'm saying understand your business
and use technology wisely as a tool.
Technology can change your business
for the better or for the worse, de
pending on how you manage the pro
cess. It's not simply a matter of the
more the better.
What are some of the latest things
you have been working on?

LaCorte: Well at CADIS we were
working on better ways of searching
the Internet. We were developing
what we call parametric searching

Blair LaCorte '85 with UMaine interim
business college dean Virginia Gibson
'72, '76G

which is basically a smart search, a
more effective search that won't lead
you to a dead end
And right at this time, I'm work
ing with potential venture capital
firms. We're looking for good busi
ness concepts rather than phenome
nal technology. The area we are work
ing in is process technology—soft
ware and information combined.
Perhaps you could explain what pro
cess technology is?
/
LaCorte: We have what you call a
"shrink wrap"— a task technology.
For example, you go to a store and
buy a video game. You don't have to
do anything to it—it just works. You
don't need any services from anyone.
You don't need to customize it. You
don't need to add other information.
It just works. When you move to pro
cess technology, it means a lot more
variables. It requires software. It re
quires data. And it requires a lot of
manipulation and customizing. It
doesn't just work, it requires service.

LaCorte: I always use a quote from
Einstein. He said "The biggest threat
to mankind is when our technology
outstrips our humanity." We have
good intentions, but we have made
the world much more complex. We
have this assumption that technolo
gy is automatically good. But that is
not always the case. For example it
has never really been shown that ev
eryone in an office having a PC has
increased value to a business. Like
wise e-mail has not demonstrated
any positive effect on business. If any
thing, it has contributed to poorly
written communications. Now there
are areas where it is tremendous. It's
been great for small business. When
applied wisely, technology can make
a small business look just like a big
business.
You probably get asked this all the
time, but what are your thoughts
about Bill Gates and particularly
about the Microsoft antitrust case?

LaCorte: I always tell people that I
don't like to compete against Bill
Gates, but I sure learn a lot from him.
It's interesting. I heard Bill Gates talk
about antitrust, and he said that an
titrust was designed so that consum
ers wouldn't have to pay more for
products. But technology hasn't been
that way. Since the industry has
grown so rapidly, monopolies have
actually lowered prices. The hightech industry is split over this. And
it's another case where the technolo
gy has moved faster than the political/legal systems. Up until now an
titrust was pretty easy to deal with.
With high-tech it's harder.
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Is This a
Good Idea?
With a new NCAA ruling even full scholarship student-athletes will
now be able to work. But with rigorous year-round training, and a full
academic course load, where will they get the time? And then

there's the old question of abuse.
By Nonni Hilchey Daly '59
/ i "IT t's crazy " That was the
0 0 I reaction ofGabeMem-

education Memmert has two prima reluctantly' by the administrators ot
ry' concerns with the new NCAA rule
athletics who make up the manage
I mert, of the UMaine the ability of a student-athlete to ment council ot the NCAA —15 uni
I baseball team, to the manage his or her time during the versity presidents
new NCAA athletic competition season as well as outside
The new legislation takes effect on
employment ruling which w ill allow of the season, and the well-known August 1,1998, and UMaine is look
full-scholarship athletes to earn up to scenarios of local boosters paying stu ing to be ready foi it
There are a number ot things that
$2,000 in addition to their full grants- dent-athletes to perform non-jobs
"How much do you pay someone need to be considered as we look at
m-aid Previously those athletes could
to shovel your driveway in Florida7" this legislation and the impact it
not hold academic-year jobs
asked
Memmert.
might have on UMaine athletics The
In addition, partial scholarship
Memmert's
feelings parallel those first is that today s student-athlete,
athletes may now earn enough to
I
equal a full grant-in-aid scholarship, of sophomore baseball infielder whether on full, partial, or no schol
Julian Bracali, 20, of Riverdale, New arship, already has a very full plate
plus an additional $2,000.
All these earnings may now come York, whose initial reaction was, "It
Many of us w ho attended UMaine
from nearly any source on or off cam sounds okay and might help some in earlier years, remember the num
pus, including work in the universi kids, but how wrould any of us find ber of top-notch student-athletes w ho
ty's recreation department (provided the time7"
played football in the fall, basketball
The NCAA legislation, first in the wunter, and baseball each
its budget is separate from that of the [
known as Proposition 62, was ad spring Those days are gone forever
athletic department).
The 22-year-old Memmert, from vanced a few years ago by the Stu Today, even the two-sport student
Kaneohe, Hawaii, is a UMaine schol dent Advisory Committee and has athlete is a very rare breed Nearly
ar-athlete and GTE Academic All- been through numerous changes and all student-athletes remain commit
American who will graduate in De alterations since that time. Final ap ted to one sport for 12 months of the
cember of 1998. Although he is not a proval was granted during the ■ year.
full-scholarship athlete, he has NCAA Board of Directors meeting
Ice hockey is a good example. The
earned additional funds through a this spring. After looking at as many student-athlete returns to campus in
work study job on campus, assisting of the ramifications as possible, the late August, has a month of dryland
a professor with some research in proposal was recommended "only training and pre-seasoning condi-
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Honing, takes to the ice on the first
NCAA-allowable date and competes
in a season that runs from October
through mid-March to early April
(for those who are successful enough
to compete in the NCAA Tourna
ment). In addition, the off-season
strength and conditioning program is
a six-day-a-week process.
And, of course, college athletes
are students first and must complete
at least 12 hours of course work each
semester with a satisfactory grade
point average (GPA) and must com
plete those courses necessary for the
requirements of the degree for which
he or she is enrolled. Most students
take at least 15 hours, and many stu
dent-athletes enroll in May term
courses to earn an extra cushion of
hours to maintain athletic eligibility.
All of this progress is carefully moni
tored by the athletic compliance of
fice and various academic offices on
campus.
In addition, the student's record
is monitored each year for "satisfac
tory completion" — has the student
athlete successfully completed a spe

cific percentage of the requirements
for the degree, depending upon the
academic year completed?
In general, the student-athlete will
participate in his or her sport for 20
hours per week during the season
and at least eight hours per week for
workouts and conditioning training
out of the season. The start and fin
ish dates of each sport season are
carefully proscribed by the NCAA
and a one-day earlier start can cause
a school serious problems.
The 20/8 rules do not include
travel time, which for a school like
UMaine, can involve many hours
each week just to satisfy league
schedules. All of Maine's sports com
pete in AMERICA EAST, with the ex
ception of football and ice hockey.
The farthest competitors in the con
ference are in Delaware and Pennsyl
vania, which are not your basic quick
bus rides away. UMaine football
players have games in Delaware and
Virginia, and ice hockey players may
travel as far as North Dakota or
Alaska.
But, in first place, according to

UMaine head football coach Jack
Cosgrove, is the student portion of
the student-athlete equation. "The
player is a student first and an ath
lete second—don't mess up your pri
orities," says Cosgrove. "Walk-ons
and short money guys (those on
small partial grants) may need jobs,
but if a kid on significant money asks
for a job, question his priorities."
Cosgrove, who oversees at least 80
student-athletes each year in his pro
gram, thinks that "every hour a kid
works is an hour taken away from
school." Practice and competition
hours are mandated and monitored.
Class participation is monitored; al
though, not as easily, and except for
mandated study halls, study hours
are the student's responsibility. Work
ing means time away from studying
in Coach Cosgrove's analysis.
Tracey Flynn, UMaine's compli
ance officer and senior women's ad
ministrator, agrees with Bndgit
Niland, head of the NCAA's student
Photograph of UMaine field hockey player
Becky Blue by Kathy Snow Rice ’83.
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advisory committee, who said that ample, is paid $100 to wash a ever find over $100,000 to provide
the NCAA "really did consider the supporter's car
$200 a month for student-athletes?
welfare of the student-athlete, instead
Does this potential abuse concern
Athletic Director Tyler does agree
of just saying they were going to con Sue Tyler, UMaine's director of ath that the monitoring will add a signifi
sider it." Flynn enumerated the ba letics7 Not really The fear that boost cant number of hours to Tracey
sics of the legislation by reminding ers will give phony jobs to student Flynn's job (Flynn will be attending
us that the benchmark for a "full athletes will be difficult in an area like a seminar this summer on how to
ride" is the full grant-in-aid, consist Orono-Old Town-Bangor because it monitor the effects of this legislation )
ing of tuition, fees, room and board, is a small community and there are
In calculating the full grant-in-aid
and books. Anything less than this is far fewer opportunities. Most people basis, the well known Pell grants,
considered a partial grant.
know each other and each other's Stafford loans, and other personal
UMaine football players, for ex businesses so it would not be easy to loans are not included, so a student
ample, may get all of the benefits of hide a violation
athlete can now be receiving athletic
a full grant, except that they only get
She is more concerned with the aid, take advantage of grants and
a $100 stipend each year for books ability of the student-athlete to man | loans, and still attempt to add emand are therefore, not full grant-in- age time well where a job is con ■ ployment to the mix of an alreadyaid recipients. This sounds like nit cerned.
i full week of studying, practice, and
picking until one realizes that some
competition
college textbooks now cost well in ex
yler also believes that ear
Head men's basketball coach John
cess of $50 each.
;
lier legislation which in Giannini agrees more with Cosgrove
At present, a full in-state scholar- '
cluded mandatory grade and is most concerned that the abilship is worth about $10,000. If a stu- j
point averages (GPA) and ■ lty to prov ide a job for a student-athyear of participation clauses
should
dent is receiving $5,000 in a partial
I lete
could also create a very uneven
athletic scholarship, he or she may have been kept As it is now, fresh , recruiting playing field In men's bas
earn an additional $5,000 by working
men cannot take advantage of this ketball, most Division I schools offer
Flynn does see a potential down legislation, but any upper-class stu full grants-in-aid—a move deemed
side to this legislation, it will mean dent-athlete can. Only athletic par necessary for recruiting in that sport
ticipation is based on maintaining an Recruiting is an art form and al
more work for the compliance office
She cites one example of a large acceptable GPA, their work status is though the university has an attracsoutheastern school which has al not
i tive campus and a broad range of top
Calling the legislation a "mixed notch academic offerings, it is "way
ready said that it plans to hire three
new people and underwrite what blessing," Tyler notes that many stu up here" in the northeastern corner
may be a $200,000 budget line to staff dent-athletes feel exploited by their of the country and that makes recruit
a program that will handle job place institutions, because the sport in ing much more difficult
ment and monitor the conditions un which they compete is a significant I
Many student-athletes may prefer
der which student-athletes are work source of revenue
a more urban setting or a place closer
ing.
Tyler feels that if the work rule to home so that friends and family
A more than realistic tongue-in- hadn't passed in its current form, can participate more often as fans
>
cheek satire was written by Rick there would have been proposals for Selling UMaine to those student-ath
Reilly, in his "The Life of Reilly" col stipend or allowance legislation— letes can be very difficult
umn in Sports Illustrated. In a recent bringing about a situation where a
The prospect of a job in place be
column, Reilly begins by saying, student-athlete could receive up to fore he or she even arrives on cam
"You won't believe who just set the $200 per month allowance While this pus may be the winning card in a
NCAA back 25 years. The NCAA "
might not be difficult for a major con handful of enticements for athletic re
His take on the situation deals ference school which takes in over $1 cruits If the job prospect is one that
with boosters paying student-ath million in gate revenues for each involves easy work and pays well, it
letes to compete, but not necessarily home football game or a school like becomes even more of an enticement.
to work. He cites as an example the Notre Dame with its millions in tele
In most other sports besides bas
football players at a large northwest vision revenues for football alone, it ketball, partial grants of one level or
ern school who worked for a local would be tough for those trying to another are the rule Giannini does
real estate broker and their biggest eradicate the annual red ink trail in agree that employment opportunity
work effort was getting to the real the relatively small UMaine athletic should be tied to GPA and a strong
estate office to pick up their $400 per budget. Considering that the depart academic performance
week paychecks. People who follow ment is looking toward the possibil
Hockey coach Shawn Walsh feels
college athletics often hear the stories ity of a balanced budget for the first that the situation will be closely
of the student-athlete who, for ex time in at least 12 years, how could it monitored because of the upgraded
I

T
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compliance efforts on most
Flynn believes the new rule
campuses. He thinks it might
does take the student-athlete
be most effective if the em
welfare into consideration
ployment was offered in the
and anything that gives the
form of internships, where
student-athlete a choice is
. mJ*
student-athletes worked in
worth some extra effort.
local businesses and were su
Jack Cosgrove and John
pervised both by athletic per
Giannini represent sports
sonnel and academic monitors
that are played at nearly all
1
from the campus. He believes
of the Division I schools in
that "the potential for abuse is
the country, and sports that
far less than it was in the old
are generally significant
I
days" and he thinks "we owe
sources of revenue through
itI to the students to make a
ticket prices and corporate
work option available." At the
sponsorships, and they must
same time he admits that ice
compete in the recruiting
hockey is a two-semester
wars for players in those
sport and probably takes too
sports. The prospect of com
much time to allow for much UMaine athletic director Suzanne Tyler is more concerned peting with a school that has
of an outside work option by about student-athletes managing their time than about a student-athlete employ
potential abuse by universities or boosters.
most participants.
ment service in place and
It's important to remember
new employees in the ath
that the average GPA of student-ath
The success of this civil suit by the letic department handling this service
letes at UMaine is usually higher than coaches raises an interesting thought. is going to be difficult—especially
that of the general student popula Without the passage of legislation al when the larger schools can and
tion. The fact that 106 athletes were lowing student-athletes to work, at likely will be able to hide the nonjobs
named scholar-athletes at UMaine in some point in the future, student-ath from scrutiny.
January of 1998 speaks for their ac letes might have banded together in
Shawn Walsh deals with a sport
complishments in the classroom.
a class action suit against the NCAA that is played at fewer than 50 Divi
How difficult is it going to be to for limiting their abilities to earn sion I schools in the United States.
monitor off-campus work that may money while they were enrolled and But it is a sizable source of revenue
take place in the business of an ath participating as student-athletes. Of at most of those schools. Although
letics representative, also known as course students could still take action the recruiting for top players is no
a "booster?" The rules governing the against the scholarship limits that less intense, the impact on all of those
actions of athletics representatives have been placed on them.
voting on legislation—the university
are things of legend and are reprinted
Will large numbers of student-ath presidents—is not as great.
each year in the newsletters of those letes elect to work while in school,
Gabe Memmert and Julian Bracali
who belong to various athletic sup studying and competing? Most speak for some student-athletes who
port groups on our campus. The new people think that they will not mainly feel that the chance to attend a Divi
legislation, however, does seem to fly because of the demands on their time sion I school and compete in the sport
in the face of concerns about boost by their studies and their sport and he or she loves is reward enough.
ers and special benefits to athletes.
the availability of other monies over Grants, loans, and work study jobs
In a possibly related event, recent and above the grants-in-aid.
are available to those who need ad
court rulings gave hundreds of mil
Still, the specter of recruits expect ditional financial assistance. A stu
lions of dollars to coaches who have ing coaches to guarantee them jobs dent-athlete has responsibility
long lived and labored under the re looms large in this imperfect world enough without becoming a studentstricted earnings label. Those coaches of college athletics. One coach states athlete-employee.
were usually younger assistant that the presidents may have been the
Sports Illustrated's Rick Reilly
coaches in the major sports and their ones to vote this legislation in, but it thinks that because they contribute to
ability to earn was legislated by the would be the coaches who will be the university's revenue stream, "ath
NCAA. In one particular sport a few fired if any violations occur.
letes deserve money, but getting it
years ago, a coach could only make
Sue Tyler has decided that the best from boosters is dumber than a ce
$12,000 during the academic year and way to deal with this "mixed bless ment bikini. "
his or her summer earnings were lim ing" situation is in a way that does
However it plays out, it is now
ited to a $4,000 maximum earned at not penalize the student-athlete, aca- NCAA law and UMaine seems to be
summer sports clinics.
demically or athletically. Tracey ready to deal with it.
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Mahatma Gandhi

It's a sad irony. This spring, just months after commemorating the
50th anniversary of the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, one of

remains one of the

history's greatest men ot peace, India rekindled tears of ultimate de
struction by initiating a series ot underground nuclear weapons tests.

most revered

figures of the 20th
century. But his
message of
tolerance, caring,

As India gained the dubious distinction ot becoming one of the

world's nuclear nations, it seemed to have abandoned the great moral
imperative that Gandhi established in his homeland when he led the
struggle tor independence from the British through strictly nonvio

lent means.
One person who was not completely surprised by India's decision

to conduct nuclear tests is University ot Maine philosophy professor
Doug Allen, a leading authority on Indian philosophy and Eastern

religion He sees Gandhi's values ot tolerance, inclusion, and nonvio

simplicity, and

nonviolence seems
to be lost in the

lence being overpow ered by religious fundamentalism, nationalism,
and a desire for status through power
Allen spent three months in India last tall and winter While he

was there he gave a series of lectures and conducted research on

Gandhi. What he learned will be coupled w’ith research he has done

frantic pace of our

on Jewish philosophers Martin Buber and Emmanuel Levinas in ex

modern world.

be published as a series of articles and wull also be the subject of an

amining w'hat Allen calls the selt/other relationship His research will

address to an upcoming World Congress of Philosophy in Boston.

UMaine
philosophy

professor Doug
Allen thinks that
needs to change.

Allen has written several books on Eastern philosophy, religion,

and mythology. He also serves as the international program coordi

nator for the Society of Asian Comparative Philosophy Most recently,
he wrote the script for a Knowledge Products audio tape on the phi

losophies of India which is narrated by actress Lynn Redgrave
What Allen discovered in his travels through India is that while
Gandhi is still given saint-like status, the significance of his life and

his message is being largely ignored.

"Gandhi remains the most revered figure of the century in India,"

By Jim Frick
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Photograph by Michael York

Allen notes. "But even though he is is that Gandhi could approach a Mos and power, we produce violence and
revered, Indians are questioning lem, a Christian, or a Jew and say untruth But when community and
whether he is still relevant.
"We might not believe in the same our relationships with others become
"I think many in India see God, but we both believe in seeking part of our identity as a person, we
Gandhi's values as being contrary to truth, so we have common ground— can realize our full potential as a hu
what is happening in the world— we can talk "
man being
consumerism, materialism, egotism, ,
"This is Gandhian tolerance,"
"When I put myself first, when I
faith in technology—all the things Allen says "Include everyone We look at the world only through how I
that Gandhi questioned are now the I may have a different path to truth can gain, it blocks my access to truth,"
dominant values. Even in India these which can be equally spiritual You Allen explains "What Gandhi is say
are now becoming the dominant val can be a spiritual person without be ing is of course not unique It's what
ues.
! lieving in my God It's a view that Buddha said, it's what Jesus said; it's
"Gandhi is being ignored by his brings us together, that unifies us
what the Biblical prophets said. But
country's current leadership," Allen And it's in sharp contrast to the fun Gandhi's is the most impressive state
says "When his name is raised it al damentalist religious movements in ment of that philosophy in the 20th
most seems that he is an embarrass the world Where religion insists that century "
ment."
its view of God is absolute; it can pro
Indian philosophy is more than
Is Gandhi irrelevant to our con duce hatred and violence "
just an academic v enture for Allen It
temporary world7 Or is it just that he
Nowhere is that more evident has had a major influence on who he
forces us to take too clear-e} ed a vlew
than in the current tensions between is and the way he's lived the major
of reality—to examine too deeply our fundamentalist Hindu leadership in ity of his life
moral conscience and our humanity7 India and the Moslem majority in
Allen began questioning the
"I think that Gandhi is extremely
Pakistan
dominant American culture w'hile he
relevant," Allen says. "Much of his
Going hand in hand with was an undergraduate student at
basic philosophy I find insightful into Gandhian tolerance is his well docu Yale Along with other college stu
problems of modern life He gives us mented insistence on nonviolence in dents around the country in the late
a way to reflect on what is happen every aspect of life
1950s, he began to search for alterna
ing in the world and the way we live
tive ideas
our personal lives."
llen points out that when
At the time those alternatives in
Of course, reflecting on how one
Gandhi spoke of nonvio cluded things like existentialism, beat
lives was extremely important to
lence he did not limit it poetry, modern jazz and folk music,
Gandhi How he lived, more than
to the obvious things and avant-garde theater
what he wrote or said, was what mat
such as war, murder, torture, etc
ButHe
avant-garde art and the exis
tered most to him When asked about also included economic violence, cul tential view—simply living authen
his philosophy, he would often say, tural violence, psychological vio tically without any answers— was
"My life is my message."
not enough for the restless young
lence, e\ en educational violence
And at the center of that life and
"We think of violence as shooting Allen Like Jack Kerouac and others
message were truth and morality
of his generation —he looked to the
people, torturing people," Allen says
"Truth holds together his views on "But for Gandhi, it encompassed East for answers
everything," Allen says But Gandhi much more than that Maximizing
Following graduation from Yale,
didn't pretend to hold the copyright my wealth at the expense of the wel Allen went to India on a Fulbright
on truth.
fare of others—accumulating wealth Scholarship. For a year he studied in
"He always said that he didn't while those around you are in need— the holy city of Banaras under the
know what the truth was, that he just that is a form of violence If my guidance of one of India's most fa
had glimpses at truth. It was relative lifestyle is contributing to the exploi mous philosophers
truth, not absolute truth "
"I was very young, very impres
tation of workers or nature, that too
In fact, Allen says, Gandhi be is a form of violence If I abuse power sionable," Allen says. "I had a tre
lieved the greatest danger comes over people, whether in the work mendous exposure to ideas, and to
when people make anything abso place, a classroom, or the home, that all of the classical Indian music,
lute—especially in religion
dance, and culture."
is a form of violence "
"In one way, Gandhi's position is
After his year in Banaras, Allen
One key to living a nonviolent life
the reverse of many religious leaders, for Gandhi, and a focus of Allen's cur returned to graduate school at
who assert that 'God is truth,'" Allen rent research, is our attachment to our Vanderbilt University In Nashville,
notes. "He reverses it to say that egos. When we think only of our own he was introduced to the culture of
'truth is God
self-enhancement, when we attach the segregated South in the midThe importance of the distinction, ourselves to personal possessions 1960s (Vanderbilt itself had just been
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integrated.). The exposure to racial
discrimination made a deep and last
ing impression.
"I began to feel guilty," Allen says.
"There I was over in India studying
all this wonderful stuff, but it was all
about me—discovering my own
spirituality. Meanwhile, all around
me in Tennessee are all these victims.
I think that is when I realized there
can be a problem with people getting
into Eastern religions: it can be selfindulgent."
And this, Allen notes, is where
Gandhi's philosophy departs from
Eastern religions.
"In Buddhism, Taoism, and other
Eastern religions, as you become
more spiritual, you detach yourself
more from active involvement in the
world," he explains.
"But that's not Gandhi. He does
believe in detaching from the ego, so
that one is not motivated by self-gain.
But for Gandhi a spiritual person
must also be involved and take ac
tion."
Such a philosophy is appealing to
Allen, who has spent a good deal of
his life actively involved in causes,
dating back to the anti-war and civil
rights movements of the 1960s. His
activism has often made him a con
troversial figure on the UMaine cam
pus, but it has also won him respect
as a person of conviction.
Both in his activism and as a
teacher, Allen has made an impact on
a large number of former and present
UMaine students. His courses in Hin
duism and Buddhism are always well
enrolled; although, he has noticed a
shift in student attitudes over the
years.
"Of course the students who take
my courses are somewhat self-se
lected," he admits. "Most of them are
well aware of who Gandhi was. But
even at that, many are skeptical. They
say, 'It would be great if we could all
live what Gandhi espouses, but I
have to live in the real world. It's too
idealistic. Life is a jungle. I wish it
were different, but if I'm going to
make it in the world, I have to use
the same methods that everyone else

does.'" Allen says that when he asks
students in his courses what they be
lieve in, they often have trouble for
mulating an answer.
"It's a reflection of our times," he
says. "It might be the result of the
media. It's almost as if part of the
identity of today's students is to be
cynical. You can see it in their music
and other forms of popular culture.
'The world sucks. There's no point in
trying to change anything because it
wouldn't make any difference.' That
type of cynicism breeds passivity."

fuller view—a view where I am not
threatened by others. It leads to
deeper, more meaningful experiences
and makes me a much happier per
son. Gandhi was right; we construct
our own egos—we create them. And
they can bring on a good deal of stress
and alienation. You can't really be
happy if you are always seeking self
gain."
Allen also tries to incorporate
Gandhian principles in his profes
sional life. For example, as a profes
sor he has become more conscious of
the way he treats students.
hat students fail to re
"If a student asks a sincere ques
alize, Allen says, is that tion, even if it's not such an intelli
Gandhi too saw the gent question and isn't pertinent to
meanness of life. After the discussion, I'll answer it and try
all, he lived among the oppressed,
the the student," Allen ex
not to belittle
destitute, and the sick. What Gandhi plains. "When I belittle a student, it
teaches, however, is that you need to is a form of violence because in the
join with others to overcome injus end I am hurting someone—making
tice. If you don't succeed in your life someone feel ashamed.
time, it's still worth it because it's the
"Most of us don't want to hurt
struggle that gives meaning to exist people, but in a very subtle way we
ence.
don't realize how violent we can be
"That idea is somewhat alien to with each other as well as in our re
most students today," Allen says. lationship with nature. This is where
"Today it seems like getting involved we can learn so much from Gandhi.
or even being enthusiastic about any He is brilliant in exposing psycho
thing is 'uncool.'"
logical violence, cultural violence,
And, of course, being cynical is a and violence against nature."
lot easier than trying to follow
Allen emphasizes that Gandhi is
Gandhian principles. Putting others not a god and his words are not scrip
first. Thinking through the implica ture. He admits that much of what
tions of your actions. Detaching your Gandhi wrote and said, especially
self from your ego. It's not easy stuff. relating to gender and sex, was of his
"It is hard," Allen admits. "But time and not very enlightening. But
people shouldn't get intimidated by that doesn't diminish the strength of
the big philosophical picture with his overall message.
huge ideals that seem so removed
"If you really absorb the bulk of
from our everyday lives "
what Gandhi is saying, it can change
He stresses that there are practi your whole way of looking at life,"
cal ways to start living Gandhian Allen says.
principles.
"Gandhi has a spiritual position
"There are two things that I try to that is rooted in morality. For him, re
apply to my life everyday, "Allen ligion starts with morality—how you
says. "The first is dealing with my live your life. The better a person you
ego. The other is nonviolence. Doing become; the more ethical you be
something about one's ego is espe come; the more spiritual a person you
cially hard. I know I fail at it every will become.
day. But when I do succeed in detach
"He gives us an approach that al
ing from my ego and thinking of oth lows us to live more ethical, more
ers, the reward is great. When we can truthful, less violent, and more mean
forget about self-gain, we get a much ingful lives."
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The Fantastic World
of Andrew Periale
The ancient art of puppetry can not only entertain, it can also
empower people. So says Andrew Periale '74, ’77G, co-founder

of Perry Alley Theatre. And when you see the reaction of his

audiences, young and old, you'd have to agree.

By Lynne Nelson Manion '96G
Photographs by Peter Travers

hildren love to play with Maine back in the early '70s, Andrew
puppets They allow imagi understands the intricacies that a pro
nations to soar— inhibitions duction entails This has been very
to disappear But as we're useful in his puppetry career where
growing up there comes a timethe
when
puppeteer has to be a master
most of us start to think of puppets as craftsperson, storyteller, entertainer,
kid's stuff
and production person Bonnie's ex
Andrew Periale '74, '77G thinks tensive background in dance adds a
that's a shame. At age 46 he still play s unique dimension to the work Perry
with puppets. In fact, he plays with Alley Theatre produces
puppets just about every day of his
When you attend a Perry Alley
life, and usually in front of lots of show, anything can happen Andrew*
people Youseepuppetry is Andrew's seems to break all the traditional rules
profession—his avocation and his art
of puppetry
And he doesn't just play with pup
"When you think of a puppet
pets, he creates them, and then creates show," says Jim Day, a graduate stu
theater with his puppets as the stars. dent majoring in technical theater/
With his wife of 16 years, Andrew costume design in UMaine's School of
runs Perry Alley Theatre, an eclectic Performing Arts, "you typically don't
mix of puppetry geared for both chil envision seeing the puppeteer, he/she
dren and adults Melding their talents is not usually part of the show."
together, Andrew and Bonnie Periale
Well, with Perry Alley Theatre this
have a wide repertoire to choose from i is definitely not the case In fact, in
when putting together shows As a teracting with the audience is one of
theater major at the University of Andrew's favorite things While
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Bonnie prefers staying in the back
ground manipulating the puppets or
the lights and music, Andrew feels
very comfortable up front and in the
limelight
"Even though there is a lot of craft
to building the sets and puppets and
»
w riting, for me the moment is in the
performance—the interaction with
the audience," Andrew says "Every
thing about our production is geared
toward that interaction with the au
dience "
The satisfaction Andrew7 gets when
doing a show is clearly evident
Whether he is simply using his voice
and hands to manipulate an object or
using his persona as the puppet, his
love of theater and of making charac
ters come to life are infectious Al
though many of Andrew's props and
puppets are very intricate, he doesn't
hesitate to use everyday objects to
serve as the focal point for a story He
has honed his craft to such a degree
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that he can carry off a 10-minute skit
about a 1,000-year-old egg using just
an over-sized egg as the prop. "His
voice and his object manipulation
carry the show," says Jane Snider, as
sociate professor of the UMaine
School of Performing Arts in the Theater/Dance division. Because of
Andrew's special knack of engaging
the audience, eavesdropping on this
ancient egg's thoughts as it sits on a
pedestal becomes riveting. Audiences
strain to catch every word this very
bland puppet speaks, they are clearly
not captivated by the object they are
looking at, but rather the voice pro
jected from the object.
"He is a master storyteller," Day
explains. "Even though many of his
stories revolve around just mere in
stances in time, he has the ability to
capture the imagination of the audi
ence. He breathes life into his figures."
Understanding that Andrew has
put an enormous amount of time and

energy into his craft, Day muses that
there has to be an innate talent resid
ing within this UMaine alum as well.
Hard work alone cannot produce
what Perry Alley Theatre is capable
of doing. Watching Andrew at work,
one almost sees the puppet and pup
peteer as one; the two become so in
tertwined.
"Andrew makes his work as a pup
peteer seem so natural," Day explains.
Clearly Andrew is a master at what
he does. The perfecting of his skills
has evolved from years of work; work
that at times has been isolating and
lonely. When writing the stories for his
most recent solo production "Chinese
Take-Out Theatre," Andrew was lit
erally closeted in a room all day long
during a one-month residency at The
Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta.
This commitment to the behind-thescenes production is not unusual for
Perry Alley Theatre. In a normal
year—if Andrew and Bonnie's life can

ever be termed normal—performing
takes up only five percent of their time
while the rest is spent writing, design
ing, building, doing publicity, and just
traveling.
Because the Periales prefer the free
dom that comes from owning and op
erating their own busmess, they do all
the work for their puppet shows
themselves. Although they are busy
enough to hire additional workers,
they prefer keeping the business
small. "When you add someone else
to the workforce, you add a lot of ex
tra things," Andrew explains. "And I
want to spend as little of my time as
possible being an office manager."
Being the only two employees of
Perry Alley Theatre, however, is both
a boon and a curse. While they have
the flexibility of doing what they
want, they can also become overbur
dened with too much work.
Never imagining in their wildest
dreams that the business they started
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12 years ago would be so successful,
they find that they constantly need to
assess what their commitments arc
Scheduling and time management are
the keys to their working relationship
"We organize our time," Bonnie ex
plains "We have layers and layers of
calendars " Not only does this hus
band and wife team, who work out of
their Strafford, New Hampshire
home, schedule meetings tor them
selves, they arc also adamant about
scheduling fun time both alone and
together Because what they do is so
dependent on their creativity, they
must constantly allow time to iecharge their creative springs A place
of solace tor Andrew is the garden He
also enjoys long bike rides w here he
allow's his imagination to wander
As the writer behind Perry Alley
Theatre, Andrew; in a sense, is always
working. Strolling down a city street
can produce a wealth of story ideas
That's how "Chinese Take-Out The
atre" was born The idea for the show
was inspired when Andrew walked
by a shop window' full of Chinese
take-out containers near Harvard Uni
versity Intrigued by all these contain
ers and what one might find in them,
he filed this idea aw'ay in the recesses
of his mind and proceeded to collect
Chinese menus for several years
Andrew's early visions for this pro
duction involved a food stall filled
with Chinese take-out containers, he
envisioned each container telling a
story Using this notion as the con
straining force, Andrew created sto
nes to fit a variety of titles from ac
tual Chinese menus "Whatever these
names conjured up was the basis for
that particular story," Andrew ex
plains.
In performing "Chinese Take-out
Theatre" Andrew acts as a waiter, in
this role he actually takes a threecourse dinner order from the audi
ence. Ordering off an authentic-looking Chinese menu, which serves as
the program, audience members literally fashion the show they will see
Themenuitems, both exotic and provocative, all come from the many
menus Andrew collected over the
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| years After the people in the audi
ence order the "food," their attention
is turned to a 4-foot-tal 1 takeout contamer that serves as the stage Not
knowing what Andrew' will dish up
when you order something like Jelly
Fish as an appetizer, Shark Fin as a
soup, and Sizzling Neptune Delight
as the entree is half of the fun
Because "Chinese Take-Out The
atre" incorporates songs, stones,
monologues, puppets, and other tun
fare, it is a demanding show that ti uly
reveals the scope of Andrew's talent
Each time he does this show, it comes
out different since no two audiences
order the same items It also has an
infinite life span "I can continually
add to the 'menu', this is one of those
signature pieces that will become a
life work," Andrew says

spoons. We find surprising images
which get the message across with
out being literal," Andrew says.
"Other times wre will be literal but m
a stylized way "
This personal expression is found
even in his pioductions geared for
youngsters Typically, the Perry Al
ley family and children's shows are
rooted in well-known stories An
drew and Bonnie have found that
sticking with the familiar is more ef
fective Howevei, they always insert
some type of twist to the storyline
Oftentimes, this tw isting might be an
updating of the story f or their adap
tation of "Puss in Boots," the main
charactei is a bieakdancing, rapping
cat, which leaves the audience in
stitches
"When we do the Three Little
Pigs one of the pigs is a female called
he insight and ingenuity Pigletta, and it is set in Mexico,"
that went into developing Bonnie says " Basically, what we try
"Chinese Take-Out The to do is make sure the story we are
atre is unmistakable Be letelling produces healthy images for
cause it is a show that is constantly
children." And if that means rein
changing, it challenges Andrew to be venting some of the characters, the
the quintessential performer, he Periales have no problem taking this
needs to be able to make a smooth creative license
transition from skit to skit And each
'Puppets almost give you a spe
skit is so different, that his thoughts cial license to say and do things that
and feelings on a variety of subjects you wouldn't normally say or do,"
become clearly evident
Day explains 'Puppets and masks
This UMaine alum definitely has are magical When you get behind a
a unique way of viewing the world
puppet or a mask it is a very freeing
And his unorthodox viewpoint per experience "
meates the work he does Snidei says
It can also be a very freeing expe
it's this odd vision of life that is so rience for the audience Historically,
effective w ith audiences Whether or puppets have a long tradition of be
not you agree with his caricatures of ing used in religious ceremonies In
life, y ou can't help but be entertained
fact, shadow puppetry is integral to
His ability to tell a good story and his the culture in Indonesia Although
strength in visually creating interest puppetry goes back to ancient times,
ing settings and scenes adds to the western cultures in the 20th centur\
effect His droll sense of humor pro have had a tendency to relegate it to
duces the flavor
children's theater
"We often use symbolic images or
Andrew and Bonnie w ould like to
found objects and exploit some of the see that change Toward that end,
i less obvious meaning in their forms," they have dedicated much of their
Andrew explains For instance, using time to making puppetry more acces
| shadow puppetry, Andrew might use sible to adults Not only are they in
forks to represent Napoleon's army i corporating more adult performances
i "The tines are reminiscent of bayo into their repertoire, they produce
nets fixed on rifles, and they soon end our nation's only magazines devoted
up doing battle with an army of to international puppetry A P/opos

T

and Puppetry International.
Their efforts and that of oth
ers are paying off. "Slowly
we are seeing a shift in atti
tude toward puppetry," An
drew explains. "More and
more adults are seeing it as
an entertainment possibil
ity."
Interestingly enough,
Andrew's love of puppetry
didn't take hold until he was
an adult. Although he
played with puppets as a
kid, he doesn't remember
having a fascination with
them. This all changed his
senior year in college "Pro
fessor Colbath assigned me
a paper about Peter
Schumann, director of Bread
and Puppet Theatre. This
paper opened my eyes to
puppetry as a theater form
for adults "
While Andrew's knowl
edge of puppetry continues
to develop with each show,
when he left UMaine he al
ready had a solid back
ground in theater produc
tion. As an undergraduate
he had to produce a full
stage production for his di
recting class. The experience
was invaluable. "Once you
do a show," Andrew says,
"you are hooked. I couldn't
believe what happened on
stage; it was astonishing."
Right out of college, An
drew found his niche in theater and
music jobs. When he went back to
UMaine for a master's in German, in
the late '70s, he further honed his cre
ative skills. Working with Doug Hall,
a professor in the German depart
ment at the time, he did a German
touring show. Also at this time, An
drew had the opportunity to study
in Austria. After all of these great ex
periences, Andrew decided he
wanted to do more in the arts. With
his master's in German completed,
he became a freelancer in the theater
world. In 1984 he went full-time with

"He has the ability to

their own job opportunities.
And they need to spend a
lot of time marketing their
skills," Snider comments.
The Periales have taken
this responsibility seriously.
Producing high quality
shows tinged with their
own brand of originality
and zaniness has created a
niche for their work. Over
the years they have built up
a network of contacts. Their
work has taken them to the
Smithsonian Institution,
Atlanta's Center for Pup
petry Arts, and to regional
and national puppetry fes
tivals. They have been
nominated for an Emmy as
well as being finalists at the
International Festival of
Film and Television. But
they can never rest on past
achievements. In their busi
ness they must constantly
look for new opportunities
and venues.
"We can never really be
content," Andrew explains.
"Our work is evolving. We
would like to have our
work seen in more places.
Places where people care
deeply about theater."
But if they have learned
nothing else from their ca
reers over the last decade,
they have learned to be
flexible. "We are satisfied to
go wherever it takes us. We
are open to whatever comes up next."
Their philosophy is that the more
you do, the more possibilities will
present themselves.
Ultimately, with each show they
do, Andrew and Bonnie want to not
only entertain people, but also em
power them. "Through our puppetry
we look at the world in our own spe
cial way, and I hope that empowers
people to look at the world in their
own way. If you have something to
say, find a way that you can do it that
is yours."

capture the imagination of the
audience. He breathes life

Ar*

into his figures."
a puppet company. This experience
was invaluable.
"I have always tried to enjoy
whatever it is I'm doing," Andrew ex
plains.
"When I was at Orono, I was fo
cused on the work I was doing. As
an undergraduate, I had four years
of doing as many plays as I could. I
made many friendships from this
time that have lasted."
These friendships have also pro
vided connections which are very im
portant in the art world. "Indepen
dent performing artists need to make
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By Alicia Anstead '88
Photograph by Bob Delong
Story and photo courtesy of the
Bangor Daily News
lagpole Corner sits at the experiencing a second round of celeb
center of Prospect Harbor. rity. Puckerbrush Press in Orono has
It's the landmark in town, reprinted Colwell's 1955 novel Young,
the place where you turn to the story of a day in the life of two
go to Corea or to stop and look restless
at the girlfriends from a small town.
ocean vistas. This time of year, the
Colwell is alternately proud and
activity in this coastal village comes slightly uncomfortable with the at
from homeowners doing yardwork tention. She has always been a vis
or cars stirring up the dust that has ible member of the community. And
gathered along the roads during win remains so as a joiner in reading
ter. The water that tucks this village groups, as a tennis player (once a star
into the coast is calm, and spring sun athlete in town, she still plays once a
shine settles on its ripples.
week), and as a host to guests at her
If you turn at Flagpole Corner, you friendly home. But her eyes reveal a
pass a traditional Cape Cod cottage pensiveness that also keeps her re
that, for several generations, has been moved from the world around her,
in the family of Miriam Colwell, a that keeps her in the world of ideas
writer who is also a local celebrity. It's and books and art.
important to know, however, that
Her place is filled with art pieces
Colwell would never describe herself by favorite artists, but mostly by
this way. Like this town on an early Chenoweth Hall, her longtime friend
spring day, she, too, is reserved, pa and personal mentor. Colwell was in
trician, modest. You'd have to ask the her 20s when she met Hall, a savvy
locals, people who have watched Kentuckian who lived and worked in
over the years as she went from town New York City at a fashion advertis
daughter to New York devotee to ing agency. Hall had come to Pros
Prospect Harbor postmaster (as her pect Harbor on vacation, and even
grandfather had been before her) to tually convinced Colwell, then a stu
noted novelist to distinguished resi dent at the University of Maine, to
dent.
come to New York. Not unlike the
Years ago, it wouldn't have been gutsy character Evelyn in Young,
a surprise to find Colwell in the com Colwell streamed out of town and
pany of Maine painter Marsden headed for the Big City.
Hartley, or John Marin, or writer May
"Miriam was one of the early free
Sarton, or photographers Bernice thinkers, which is why we found her
Abbott, Paul Strand, and George so very exciting to be with," says
Daniell. Indeed, a Strand photo of Jackson Rodgers, a retired librarian
Hartley, and Daniell photos of Marin who lives in New Jersey and has sum
hang in Colwell's dining room. An mered in Maine since the 1940s.
other of Abbott sits next to a favorite
In New York, Colwell found work
reading chair in a room with a view as a free-lance writer and researcher,
that Virginia Woolf would both ap but she also became a culture junkie.
prove of and envy.
In short, she had the time of her life.
Now, in her early 80s, Colwell is
"I just loved it," says Colwell,
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whose voice is strong and from
Maine "Being a country girl, I
thought New York was the only
place to be ”
In time, Hall hatched another idea
As an artist, she viewed Maine as an
inspiration and convinced Colwell
that the two of them should move
back So they did Colwell took up the
position at the post office and wrote
Hall, whom most people know as
"Chenny," did art, and lots of it—in
cluding a sculpture honoring the
famed conductor Pierre Monteux in
Hancock Some years later, the two
women began spending six months
of the year on Jekyll Island in Geor
gia, and they traveled the world to
gether, but Maine was home
The relationship between Hall and
Colwell is clearly the most important
and formative of Colwell's life She
was a year old when her mother died
When she wras 14, her father, who was
an invalid and lived across town, also
died. She w'as raised an onl} child by
loving grandparents When Hall,
Colwell found in her mother, father,
alter ego, and friend
Although it w'ould be easy to see
the two women characters in Young
—one of them outgoing, the other in
troverted—as extensions of Hall and
Colwell, the book has much more
depth than that.
"The two central characters almost
seem to be two sides of one indi\ ldual's personality," says Sheila Daley,
the town's library director "One is
strong and outgoing One is meek
and more retiring. Those qualities
really exist in all of us."
Daley is happy to brag about Col
well's reading habits, which are hard
core. Colwell could never be ulti
mately satisfied with the smallish
holdings at the Dorcas Library, which
is open 11 hours a week and run by
volunteers So she uses three nearby
libraries, and also borrows books on
tape for daily trips to Ellsworth,
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where Hall, nine yeais her elder, is
in a nursing home
Daley is quick to show hei admi
ration for Colwell as a writer and
thinkei
"She has captured a young person
on the threshold ot change and on the
threshold of adult life amazingly
well," says Daley, who is in a read
ing group with Colwell "One of the
things about Miriam that I respect
and enjoy is her keen intelligence and
diligence for literary criticism when
it comes to w riting "
Ihe writer Sanford Phippen '64
knew of Young—as well as Colwell's
two other books, Wind Off the Water
and Day of the Tr limpet —w hen he was
in elementary school in Hancock
"The girls my age really liked Young
a lot," Phippen says "I read some of
it, but didn't really pay close atten
tion until I was a giown-up lo me,
the book is a very accurate, vivid por
trait of the girls I grew up w ith I love
women like that 'They're bright and
full of life They were earthy girls and
sexy They had to know everything
They w ere the life of the party Maine
women have a lot of dignity, but
they're also fun "
Phippen compared the earlier re
ception of Colwell's novels to that of
the excitement around the publica
tion of Carolyn Chute's 1985 novel
Die Beans of Lgypt Maine He also
compared Colwell to Ruth Moore,
another woman writer from Maine
"As far as Young is concerned,"
Colwell says, "I don't feel that it is
necessarily a Maine setting It is set
in Maine, but that isn't of the great
est importance "
The first two books she wrote
were work, Colwell says. But Young
was a delight and each day, after she
finished writing, she would read pas
sages aloud to Hall.
The book met with no small mea
sure of critical success. One critic
called it "an amazingly perceptive

study of the modern girl in her late
adolescence What J D Salinger did
for the [American] male, Miriam Col
well has done for the [American] fe
male " There were movie options on
the book, too, but those never panned
out Still, the three books established
Colwell as one of Maine's pre-emi
nent writers of her day
Constance Hunting, a member of
the UMaine faculty, and publisher at
Puckerbrush, was given a copy of
Young as a Christmas present a year
and a halt ago, and knew it w as more
than just a good read
"I liked it," says Hunting, a
brawny supporter of Maine writers
"I thought This is very fresh I liked
Evelyn so much I liked her pluck and
her craziness \ou know, you hope for
her And then there is the style and
the tone—I enjoyed the w hole thing "
With the reprinted copy close at
hand, Colwell speaks fondly of the
new edition, designed by writer
Christopher Smith, and her ongoing
love for the story
"When I reread the book—and I
must say I have a predisposition for
it—I found it entertaining/ she says
with a smart smile "It's not beyond
the bounds of possibility that the
same narrative could happen today
With some slight changes "
Perhaps that's true Phippen, who
is also a teacher, plans to find out by
teaching Young in his high school
English classes
But one other question begs to be
asked. Why was there no other nov
el?
"I don't really know'," she says
thoughtfully "It's a complicated an
swer, which I'm not sure of myself.
For a while, when you are young,
you're sure you have a voice that has
something to say and you feel a great
urge to say it. I think I reached a point
where I wasn't sure I had anything
to say, and I was more interested in
what was being said."

Dogs of War and Stories of Other
Beasts of Battle in the Civil War
By Marilyn Weymouth Seguin '73
Branden Publishing Company, 1998

DOGS

Animals of all
kinds at times
OF WAR
And Stones of Other Beasts
found
their
of Battle io the Civil War
places beside
the men and
women who
were the play
ers in the ex
traordinary
Marilyn W. Seguin
conflict of the
American Civil War. Dogs of War And
Stories of Other Beasts of Battle in the
Civil War contains more than 45 sto
nes about animals that played a role
in battle, camp, and prison Readers
will learn about the dogs, horses,
mules, roosters, sheep, an eagle, a
camel, and other unlikely animals
that got caught up in the fray. Illus
trated with sketches, maps, and pho
tos, Civil War buffs and animal lov
ers will find Dogs of War fascinating
reading.
"Seguin has brilliantly described
the role and significance of animals
in the internal hostilities of the Civil
War in her book Dogs of War,” wrote
Dr. Leonne Hudson, History Depart
ment, Kent State University.

Captain, My Captain
By Deborah R. Meroff '73
Inheritance Publications, 1997

Captain,
My
Captain is a ro
mantic novel
based on a true
story set in the
days of the
California gold
rush and the
New England
shipping boom. Mary Patten barely
knew her new husband Joshua before

they set out in a clipper race from
New York to San Francisco around
Cape Horn. Immediately, the bonds
of their new love were strained as
young Mary's high-spirited nature
rebelled at the restrictions of a
woman's life at sea and the adjust
ment to marriage. Her flamboyant
views on women's rights, her flair for
the good life, and her insistence on
helping to navigate the Neptune's Car
pitted her against Joshua and his
quiet, more spiritual nature. It
seemed their love would run
aground.
And then Mary found herself
struggling to save both Joshua's life
and the ship. Against the forces of sea
and gale, and against a crew who felt
her presence aboard the ship was
"bad luck," she wrestled valiantly,
torn between her roles as surrogate
captain and wife.

High School Navigator
By Jim Hudon '68, '72G, Linda
Waddington Hudon '69, Gail
Donahue Pepin, and Gerry Pepin '70
Greatways, 1997

Colleges are
looking for in
teresting and
articulate
people. This
guide helps the
student become
such a person
and provides a
record that will prove it. It guides
students to plan and create their own
way. This book will help students in
grades 9 through 12 review what
they've done, reflect on their suc
cesses and struggles, set goals for fu
ture accomplishments, and create a
plan to achieve those goals. Together,
the authors have experience as par
ents of six children, as pre-school
through graduate school educators
A I wtiM
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and administrators, as communication specialists, and as business man
agers and consultants.
High School Navigator includes
checklists and worksheets on which
students can record their academic
grades as well as their involvement
in extracurricular activities, sports,
work, and community service. The
appendices include sample college
application forms and a bibliography
of college guides and financial aid
information.

ESL Activities for Every Month of
School Year
By Carol A. Josel '66
The Center for Applied Research in
Education, 1994
the

This unique,
hands-on re
source provides
ACTIVITIES
more than 200
FOR EVERY MONTH
student work
sheets
and
teacher-direct
ed activities to
help elementa
ry students learn English as a second
language. The activities provide real
experiences to build students' knowl
edge through techniques that offer
review, expansion, connection, and
reinforcement.
Ready-to-Hse ESL Activities for Ev
ery Month of the School Year helps stu
dents acquire English naturally by
focusing on the how-to aspect of
things, not just description.
Each month contains a full array
of delightfully illustrated activities
based on a Natural Language Acqui
sition approach to language develop
ment and offers more than the usual
reading and writing activities. Chil
dren experience art, cooking, music,
gardening, and drama through Moth
er Goose rhymes, fairy tales, and oth
er story frames.
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Don Holder '80 wins
Tony Award for work
on "The Lion King"
University of Maine alumnus Don
Holder '80 received the ultimate hon
or for a theatrical lighting designer
in early June—a Tony Award
Holder earned the award tor his
lighting design ot the hugely popu
lar and critically acclaimed musical
"The Lion King " Altogether Disne\'s
Broadway show won six Tonys, in
cluding best musical and best direc
tor of a musical for Julie Taymor, the
first woman to be so honored Tay
mor and Holder had worked togeth
er on several otf-Broadway produc
tions and she was the one who insist
ed that Holder work with her on
"The Lion King "
Holder's award presentation was
aired nationally on public television
In his acceptance speech, he paid trib
ute to one of his mentors at the University of Maine, the late Al Cyrus
Holder credits Cy rus with providing
the foundation and inspiration for his
career
"From Al Cyrus I learned about
the subliminal movement of light and
about the power of lighting," Holder
said in a MAINE magazine profile
last spring.
In the same article, Holder called
the work on the extremely demand
ing and complex Disney production
his proudest accomplishment.
As a Tony winner, Holder is sure
to be in even greater demand in the
world of theater lighting. "The Lion
King" was Holder's first opportuni
ty to light a Broadway show, but it's
unlikely to be his last.
In spite of his busy schedule, he
has agreed to return to his alma mat
er to design the lighting for a Maine
Masque production at the umveristy
next winter
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Don Holder '80

Cindy Blodgett picked
sixth by WNBA’s
Cleveland Rockers
This is the first time we have had the
opportunity to write about Cindy
Blodgett '98 as a University ot Maine
alumna, but it's unlikely to be the last
UMaine's all-time scoring leader will
get to continue to play the game she
loves as a member of the WNBA
Cleveland Rockers
Blodgett was chosen as the sixth
player in the WNBA draft and Rock
ers coach Linda Hill-McDonald was
thrilled that she was still available for
Cleveland to pick
"We are just as excited as can be. I
was really worried that she wouldn't
be available," Hill-McDonald said
The coach said that Blodgett won
a soft spot in her heart a while ago.
"I've talked about Cindy Blodgett
so much that I think my staff thinks
she's a member of the family," she
said.
UMaine alumni and citizens of the
state are supporting the former
UMaine star even though she's a long

way from Orono Stephen
'70 and Tabitha '71 King
have purchased season
tickets and four bus loads
of fans made the long jour
ney to Cleveland to see
Blodgett play on June
27th
Alumni around the
country can catch Blodgett
and the Rockers on Life
time July 10 at 7 p m , on
ESPN July 27 at 8 p m , on
NBC August 1 at 4 p m ,
and again on Lifetime Au
gust 14 at 8 p m
Although Blodgett was
drafted with the thought
she would play shooting guard, in the
preseason she also saw considerable
playing time as point guard
Whatever position she plays, her
new coach is confident that she will
make a contribution
fl
"I think the people of Maine will
be very proud ot their girl, Cindy,"
Hill-McDonald said.

Rachel Bouchard '91
voted into Maine Hall
of Fame
I
I

Rachel Bouchard '91 may be living on
the opposite end of the country, and
Cindy Blodgett may have broken
many of her records, but the state of
Maine has not forgotten about her.
The former UMaine basketball star
was recently inducted into the Maine
Sports Hall of Fame
Bouchard has a law degree and
now serves as the compliance officer
at Oregon's Portland State University.
She scored 2,409 for the Black
Bears and still holds the records for
blocked shots and field goal percent
age. She recently called her time at
UMaine, "the best four years of my
life."
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To:

June 1998
Alumni and Friends

From: Dr. Fred H. Irons
1998 Distinguished Maine Professor

Who will lead the cheer for academics? YOU will when
you support the Annual Alumni Fund. Many have
stepped forward to support the University of Maine.
Since 1961, private contributions have provided the
margin of excellence at Orono. Your annual support in
the past was a tremendous help. Your annual gift will
help lead the cheer for MAINE!
An unrestricted gift will help support academic areas,
the arts, student programs and the work of our General
Alumni Association. The GAA recognizes academic
excellence as the highest priority — that's why each
year for the past 35 years they have sponsored the
Distinguished Maine Professor Award, and why they
support a number of student programs and services like
the Career Center. The Alumni Association is an inde
pendent, self-supporting organization. By making your
gift non-designated, you'll help the GAA continue to
promote excellence on campus. You may also designate
an area or particular program you wish to support.

Your tax-deductible contribution is important and
urgently needed. Please join the alumni and friends of
the University, your classmates and neighbors, who
proudly support MAINE. Mail your gift today — For
M-A-I-N-E!

FOR MAINE!
Marching, we’re marching to vic-t’ry,

Sweeping resistance a-way,

Tearing along with the cheering,
Maine’s going to conquer today
Rah' Rah' Rah'

Now we are nearing the goal line,

Gain on steady gam;
Nothing can stop us from scoring,
Touchdown for Maine, Maine, Maine.

For Maine1 for Maine! for
i

M-A-I-N-E Maine.

University of Maine victory s
by Charles D. Bartlett,
copyright, 1

If you've already sent your gift — thank you for sup
porting the University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund!
If you'd like to charge your annual gift on your
UMGAA credit card or other MasterCard or VISA, call
toll-free (800) 934-2586 or (207) 581-1148.

University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund
General Alumni Association
P.O. Box 550
Orono, ME 04473-0550
(800) 934-2586 or (207) 581-ALUM

emember MAINE... with a gift of stock
The University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund
welcomes gifts of stock

'C~he University7 of Maine Annual Alumni Fund welcomes gifts of stock.

b

I

1

A gift of long-term appreciated securities has two ad\antages—an income tax deduction to the donor equal to the fair market
\alue of the securities, and the axoidance of capital gains taxes on the transfer. Consult your personal financial advisor for more
information. To make a gift of appreciated securities you mav do one of the following; if the stock is in your name, endorse the
back and mail, or send a signed stock power form for each (different) certificate, and separately mail the unendorsed certificate(s)
to the address below. You may also direct your broker to electronically transfer stock to the Annual Alumni Fund, or have a cer
tificate made out to the Annual Alumni Fund

Please call the Annual Alumni Fund office for more details.
University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund, P.O. Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550
(800) 934-2586 or (207) 581-2586

OR MAINE!
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My tax-deductible gift is $

.
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go

____ enclosed with a matching form from: _________

0
o

company name

□

d
e

0
o

Use my gift where need is greatest
d Other (please specify)_______________
Charge my

□ UMGAA credit card

Card#

Exp. date____ /____ /

signature required

Make check payable to: Annual Alumni Fund
The Annual Alumni Fund year runs July 1-June 30.
Gifts are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law
and must arrive no later than June 30 to be included
in the Annual Roll Call of Donors.
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GIVING LEVELS
Dirigo Society
Fogler Society
1865 Associates
President’s Club
Stein Club
Pine Tree Club
Century Club
Maine Stay
Honor Roll

$10,000
$5,000
$2,500
$1,000
$500
$250
$100
$50
$35
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If you are a ducs-paid member there will be an M followed by an expiration date above your address. M

United States Postage Pal
Burlington, Vermont 0544
Permit Number 6<V!

University of Maine
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469

Address Sers ice Requested

Request Your No-Annual-Fee University of Maine
General Alumni Association MasterCard or Visa!
Now you can get credit for being a graduate of the
University of Maine no matter where you go—whether
it’s around campus or around the world. Just make
sure you have the University of Maine General Alumni
Association MasterCard or Visa with you.

the card’s issuer, will provide funds for student and
alumni services and scholarships—at no additional

Every time you make a purchase with the card, MBNA,

card that really makes the grade!

7

VISA

So request the University of Maine General Alumni
Association MasterCard or Visa today—it’s the only

CALL 1-800-523-7666 TO REQUEST YOURS

MasterCard

k

cost to you. Plus there is No Annual Fee.
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TTY USERS, PLEASE CALL 1-800-833-6262.
PLEASE MENTION PRIORITY CODE GZ4I WHEN CALLING.

JMBNk
AMERICA"
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There are costs associated with the use of this credit card You may contact the issuer and administrator of th s program MBNA America* Bank to request specif c information
about the costs by calling 1 800 523 7666 or by writing to PO Box 15020 Wilm ngton DE 19850 MasterCard and Visa are federally registered service marks of MasterCard
International Inc andVsaUSA Inc respectively each is used pursuant to license MBNA and MBNA Amer ca are federally registered service marks of MBNA America Bank NA
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